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Putting the “Demo” in Demo Room
Loyal readers (and those that have yet to pick a side) are aware of the big, big, expansion we are
making in our business portfolio and offerings. When Owner and President Scott Langdon makes
improvements, he goes all in! As such, our Meridian offices have been a construction site.
However; with well-placed drop cloths and towels stuffed under door jambs, business carried on
without interruptions with the exception of our main demo room being taken off-line. Once this is
finished, it will be a thing to behold! We can’t wait to show it off later this fall. Until then keep those
calls and e-mails coming! Construction dust will never stop us - but it is hell on the carpets.

Specializing in what
makes you special
Segment-crafted solutions
--Getting to Know
A woman that walks this
world with grace, strength
and a little sass!

New Design Concept – floating fixtures

Departmental Meetings are rather short

With work being done on the inside, what
better time to enjoy the great out-of-door at
the DataTel Summer Party and Water
Balloon Skirmish! Yes, there was food, fun,
and frontal attacks by swarms of squealing
kids and whooping adults as the balloons
flew.
(Left) David Philbrook guides American
Youth. (Right) American Youth wonders why
she didn’t play ring toss instead.
Valkyrie Domenick

Every business is going to have its special requirements. One of the strengths of the Mitel
communications offerings is specific design focus for the segment the solution is crafted. As an
example – privacy is an absolute within the medical community so PCI and HIPAA compliancy must
exist in everything the phone and storage of data touches. Mitel solutions attend to exactly that.
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Medical and Health Services
Governmental and Social Agencies
Education
Hospitality
Contact Centers

These are examples of segments for which Mitel provides
dedicated teams, solutions, and pricing structures that are in
alignment with that particular “segment” of service. And as a
premier partner with Mitel for over 35 years, DataTel will
professionally provide the support and guidance needed for the
best possible outcome.

Getting to know you……
Valkyrie Domenick – Network Sales Manager

Can your know-it-all Uncle
answer these TV Trivia
questions?

1. Who is married to Carol on
"The Brady Bunch"?
2. Who played Ethel on "I
Love Lucy"?
3. Where did Herman work on
"The Munsters"?
4 What show featured Agent
86 and Agent 99?
5. How many seasons has
“The Simpsons” aired?
















-Dr. Tom has the Rx for
the pain associated with
less-than optimal
communications
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1. Mike
2. Vivian Vance
3. Funeral Parlor
4. Get Smart
5. 30

Name: Valkyrie Domenick
Do you have a Nickname? “GiGi” – by my grandbabies.
Do you have children? If so how many? Four amazing girls.
Do you have any pets? Two small Yorkie-Poo’s (Ed note: Do they make big ones?)
What is your favorite food: Italian & Mexican
Do you have any hobbies? Love to read, to go “glamping” and
golfing.
What is your biggest pet peeve? Lack of accountability and not
growing from our mistakes.
Do you volunteer anywhere? I have volunteered for Make- AWish, Wishing Star and the Boise Rescue Mission. Looking for
a new passion to give my time.
What other languages do you know? Pig Latin
Have you ever run a marathon? Uhhh, no. Have you seen me run?
Which sports team do you root for? I married into rooting for BSU but I love the
Steelheads, hockey is my fav sport.
Have you (or would you) ever skydive? Yes, I have done it twice
and will be jumping again in the next few weeks.
Have you ever been told you look like a celebrity? If so who?
Yes. Cameron Diaz.
Do you play a musical instrument? I played the violin and piano
when I was younger, I now want to learn guitar.
What’s your favorite thing to do on weekends? Hang with my family, go camping,
and find new breweries to try.
What was the most incredible place you’ve ever traveled to? Costa Rica, Italy,
Jamaica and Aruba.
What are a few of your bucket list items? Egypt, Spain, Africa. I would also like to
go to Cedar Point or any other amusement park with large roller coasters.
What moment are you most proud of with yourself? Raising strong independent
daughters that have a strong family and work ethic.
What would be the title of your autobiography? “There is Always Something to be
Thankful For!”
What’s the one piece of advice you would give others about life? To remember
there are always two sides of a story, and then there is the truth…be willing to
agree to disagree without judgement. Just Love!
…and lastly
In a busy season of charity events and outings
supporting our epic customers, there came the
rainy day in Portland, OR when Jim Pace’s
umbrella was (literally)
eclipsed by that of
Kevin Noall – IT
manager from
Touchmark.

